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Abstract 
 
Recent years have seen environmental issues such as global warning.  To that end, attention 
is being focused on material flow cost accounting (MFCA), which is aimed at gaining an 
understanding of the amount and cost of industrial wastes and emissions from companies, 
which place a burden on the environment, and the cost of protecting the environment. The 
relationship of correspondence between MFCA and traffic accounting is identified, and a 
generalized material flow cost accounting (GMFCA) is proposed which takes the rate of 
utilization into consideration.  Next, the results of application to Factory Y will be presented, 
and the results thereof are verified. 
 
Keywords: Material flow cost accounting (MFCA), Generalized material flow cost 
accounting (GMFCA), Rate of utilization, Traffic accounting 
 
1. Introduction 
 

Recent years have seen global growth of environmental issues such as global warning. 
Global warming is well known as the phenomenon by which the world average temperature 
rises due to the rising concentrations of GHGs, particularly CO2 (Soemon Takakuwa, et al., 
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2012). To prevent worldwide worsening of such environmental problems, countries and 
industry are addressing the need for countermeasures to lower the environmental burden 
(Hsiao-Fan Wang and Surendra M. Gupta, 2011). However, those enterprise activities in 
services and manufacturing must consume limited natural resources such as materials and 
energy, which results in vast emissions of CO2 thorough their lifecycle. Therefore, the 
reduction of CO2 emissions has become a problem to be solved urgently in the services and 
manufacturing. To that end, attention is being focused on MFCA (Material Flow Cost 
Accounting), which is aimed at gaining an understanding of the amount and cost of industrial 
wastes and emissions by materials and energy from companies, which place a burden on the 
environment, and the cost of protecting the environment (Jasch Christine: 2009; Katsuhiko 
Kokubu: 2010, Yoshikuni Furukawa: 2003). By using MFCA, we can grasp the scene the 
amount and cost of industrial wastes and emissions from companies, so that it is expected that 
the CO2 emissions at each process are also reduced by minimizing physical inputs such as 
materials and energy. 
 

In addition, it becomes important that it grasps the rate of utilization of the factory at 
the manufacturing industry, which is also known and often measured as one of managerial 
key performance indicators (KPI) at each process in services and manufacturing. When the 
order that is sudden when the rate of utilization is too high came, there is not surplus energy 
and cannot cope.  On the other hand, a problem that production efficiency increases cost low 
when a rate of utilization is too low occurs.  Therefore, we can make problems at the present 
clear in the factory by grasping not only MFCA but also the present rate of utilization. 
 

In this study, the relationship of correspondence between MFCA in consideration of an 
environmental aspect and traffic accounting (Masayuki Matsui: 2004, 2005, 2008, Marukuni 
et.al: 2010) in consideration of a rate of utilization is identified, and a generalized MFCA is 
proposed which takes the rate of utilization into consideration. There are two types of 
generalized MFCAs, a service type and a manufacturing type, and the method of dealing with 
the MFCA differs between these two types. Next, the results of application to Factory Y will 
be presented, and the results thereof are verified. Finally, verification is made that the large 
number of setup operations at Factory Y incurs a great amount of time and cost. Given this,  
an analysis suitable to the actual conditions at Factory Y is performed, encompassing setup 
costs. By an analysis that considers setup costs, it will be pointed out that it is not necessarily 
good simply to have the setup times be short. 
 
 The objective of this study is suggestion of GMFCA in consideration of a rate of 
operation using for MFCA by traffic accounting, and applies it to Y factory as an example 
and is to check the effectiveness. 
 
 
2. Accounting system 
 
MFCA 
 

MFCA is a method whereby costs occurring at each process step are classified into 
good product (related to products that are shipped) and loss (e.g., bad products, wastes, 
emissions), and the costs at each process step are evaluated, focusing on the losses that occur. 
MFCA enables the identification of bottleneck processes, at which the greatest losses occur. 
Because it is possible to grasp the proportion of the overall amount that is attributed to losses, 
it is possible reliably establish targets for reducing the rate of losses.  By evaluating the value 
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of losses as an amount of money, it is possible to quantify the cost reduction when the rate of 
losses is reduced to the target. A result of this is that it leads to a determination of the amount 
of investment as improvement expense for the purpose of reducing losses.  In this manner, 
MFCA provides enterprises with an incentive to tackle the task of reducing waste processing.  
 

MFCA deals with three cost elements, materials costs, system costs, and waste-related 
costs. Material cost encompasses all costs related to raw materials brought into a factory.  
System costs refer to labour costs and depreciation cost.  Waste-related costs are costs related 
to waste processing and transport. MFCA provides a representation of the costs related to the 
three cost elements, classified into good product related costs and loss-related costs. By 
classifying each of the cost elements into good product related costs and loss-related costs, it 
is possible not only to identify bottleneck processes, but also to judge which cost element is 
contributing the most to losses. As a result, it is possible to clearly identify the targets of 
improvement in the plant. 
 
Traffic accounting 
 

Traffic accounting is an accounting system that incorporates time and utilization rate 
into production and costs. By considering the rate of utilization, traffic accounting calculates 
the mean operation expenses, which take into account not only operating expenses, but also 
expenses related to waiting, idle time expense, overrunning, and lead time, thereby providing 
an evaluation of the profit per unit time. 
 

Conventional accounting systems either completely ignore factory utilization rates or 
treat it as being 100%. It is unrealistic, however, to have a 100% factory rate of utilization.  
Given this, the current research identifies a relationship of correspondence between MFCA 
and traffic accounting, and proposes a generalized MFCA that considers utilization rate. 
 
 
3. Development of Generalized MFCA  
 

Generalized MFCA is a model that establishes a correspondence between MFCA and 
rate of utilization rate and evaluates costs, and is a generalized MFCA with regard to 
utilization rate. Although there are two types of generalized MFCAs, a service type and a 
manufacturing type, it is known that the same value of cost is obtained as the MFCA under 
given conditions. 
 
The rate of utilization and symbol 
 

Symbols are shown to use in the generalized MFCA. 
ρ   : The rate of utilization 
p   : The processing rate 
d   : Demand speed 
m  : Production speed 
α1   : Coefficient on inventory cost 
α2  : Coefficient on busy cost 
α3  : Coefficient on idle cost 
α4  : Coefficient on loss (overflow) cost 
P    : The processing rate 
B   : The lost-call rate 
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EC : The mean operating cost per unit time 
ER : The sales reward 
EN : The net reward per unit time 
η   : The number of the mean overflows 
L   : The average number of demand 

 
The mean operating cost per unit time EC is expressed in an expression (1). 
 

EC = (Inventory) + (Busy) + (Idle) + (Loss) 
EC = α1L + α2ρ0 + α3(1-ρ0) + α4η   (1) 

 
ρ0 = ρP                                        (2) 
 
η = ρB                             (3) 
 
P =1-B                  (4) 

 
Table 1 shows the method of classifying products and non-products.  

 
Table 1 How to classify products and non-products in the accounts technique  

 
 MFCA traffic accounting the generalized MFCA 
Product Quality goods (P)the processing rate (ρP) the production rate 
Non-product Loss (B) the lost-call rate (ρB) the overflows rate 

 
A service type and manufacturing type 
 

The service type in traffic accounting indicates the case in which the coefficient of busy 
cost 2 is larger than the coefficient of idle cost 3 (2>3). This is a model in which the 
demand speed d is held constant, and the production speed m is varied. The manufacturing 
type indicates the case in which the coefficient of idle cost is larger than the coefficient of 
busy cost. This is a model in which the demand speed d is held constant, and the production 
speed m is varied. The manufacturing type indicates the case in which the coefficient of idle 
cost is larger than the coefficient of busy cost. This is a model in which the demand speed d is 
varied, and the production speed m is held constant. The differences between the service type 
and the manufacturing type are shown in Table 2, and the formula for the mean operating 
cost is shown below. 
 
   

 
 

Table 2 Difference between service type and production type 
 

 MFCA Traffic cost accounting Generalized MFCA 
Service Manufacturing Service Manufacturing 

Fixed cost Material cost Idle cost Busy cost System cost Material cost 
Variable cost System cost Busy cost Idle cost Material cost System cost 
Loss Loss cost Overflow cost Overflow cost Loss cost Loss cost 
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4. A case study for Generalized MFCA 
 
Production process of factory 
 

The Y factory that is subject of this study produces the corrugated cardboard in Japan. 
It improves it to have chosen the Y factory as an example to find profit while quantity of 
production in Japan decreases in corrugated cardboard production, and this is because it 
wants to examine that it finds out the cost cut seeds by GMCFA. 
 

Table 3 The present conditions of the Y factory 
 

The number of the staff 
(man) 

The operating time 
(sec/day) 

Set up time 
(sec/day) 

Productive capacity 
(sec/man) 

17 28.800 11.616 683 
    

Amount of production 
(piece) 

Production speed 
(sec/piece) 

The number of lot 
(turns/day) 

Set up speed 
(sec/piece) 

23.040 0.6 109 0.5 
 

Table 4 The rate of utilization and rate of idle time of each process 
 

Process symbol Rate of utilization (%) Rate of idle time (%) 
P1 48.2 51.8 
P2 51.1 48.9 
P3 44.8 55.2 
P4 40.0 60.0 
P5 47.3 52.7 
P6 66.8 33.2 

 
Table 3 is the present conditions of the Y factory. Table 4 shows the rate of utilization 

and rate of idle time of each process. From Table 4, the rates of utilization in each process at 
Factory Y are approximately 50%, which is not a very high value. The rate of utilization of 
each process in Factory Y was measured using the work sampling method. The time required 
for setup can be cited as a cause of the rate of utilization not being high. 

 
The time required for setup can be cited as a cause of the rate of utilization not being 

high. Next, Table 4 shows the three cost elements for each process, related to product and 
loss. From Table 4, it can be seen that process P1 has the highest loss, making process P1 the 
bottleneck at Factory Y. It can also be seen that, of the process P1, the material cost (cost 
related to raw materials) has the greatest loss. Thus, it can be envisioned that reducing the 
raw material waste would be the first step to improvement in the factory. With the 
supposition that products produced at Factory are shipped on the following day, the inventory 
cost term on the right side of Equation (1) is made zero. 
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Table 5 Cost elements in each production process (Unit: Yen) 
 

 Material cost System cost Material loss cost 
Process Product Loss Product Loss Product Loss 

P1 18,555 6,309  4,489 1,526  942 320  
P2 5,301 1,484  2,402 673  785 220  
P3 2,650 795  1,091 327  628 188  
P4 0 0  2,166 541  471 118  
P5 0 0  1,028 277  188 51  
P6 0 0  5,834 2,159  126 46  

Total 26,508 8,589  17,009 5,504  3140 944  
 
Cost accounting in MFCA 
 
 Fig. 1 shows a flow diagram of the material cost at Factory Y, and Fig. 2 shows an 
overall flow diagram of Factory Y. Next, Table 6 shows the three MFCA cost elements 
determined from Table 5. The proportion of the overall cost attributed to material cost is 
24.37%. Many companies that manufacture products set approximately 10% as the target for 
the material loss cost. For this reason, the material low cost of 24.37% can be said to be 
extremely high. Given this situation, by diagnosing the causes for the occurrence of losses, 
focusing on material costs in the bottleneck P1 process, it is possible to judge whether or not 
improvement is necessary. The material loss at Factory Y exceeds 24%, which can be seen as 
quite a high level of material loss cost rate. A reason for the high material loss can be 
envisioned as being that the setup times in Factory Y are long. Additionally, because of the 
long time to change setups, the utilization rates of machines are low. Given this, it can be 
envisioned that it is important, by making on-site improvements focused on the bottleneck 
process that was verified by MFCA, to raise the utilization rate. 
 

Table 6 The cost details of MFCA (units: yen) 
 

 Material cost System cost Material loss cost Total 
Good Product 26,508 17,009  3,140 46,657 
Loss 8,589  5,504  944 15,036 
Total 35,097  22,513  4,084 61,693 

 
Figure 1 Flow of the material cost at Factory Y 

 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



 

Figure 2 Overall Flows in Factory Y  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 

5. A Generalized MFCA case 
 
Service type accounting 
 

The service type indicates the type in which the coefficient of busy cost is larger than 
the coefficient of idle cost. Consider the case in which the demand speed d is held constant 
and the production speed m is varied. In the service type, the idle cost is treated as a fixed 
cost that is constant with respect to the utilization cost, and the busy cost is treated as a 
variable cost. The material cost is treated as a variable cost and the system cost is treated as a 
fixed cost. Table 7 shows the three cost elements of the generalized MFCA determined from 
Equation (5), Table 4, and Table 6. The material loss cost ratio under these conditions was 
26.72%, which was a value equivalent the normal MFCA material loss cost ratio. In the 
service type, this value is the same value as the normal MFCA cost when 0=1.0. 
 

The result was a large difference between the overall cost for MFCA and generalized 
MFCA. The cause of this can be thought of as being because, with the system cost as a fixed 
cost, the influence of the material cost reduction is great. The rate of utilization of each of the 
processes at the Factory Y is not high.  Because the rate of utilization is not high, the value of 
0 is also low (Table 7). It can be thought that, as a result, the span of reduction of the 
material cost becomes large, and the overall cost is made small. 
 

In the service type, when 0=1.0, this coincided with the MFCA cost value.  Although 
MFCA accommodates the change amount of raw material used by the changed demand 
amount, it does not accommodate a change in production speed such as with an expansion of 
facilities. Thus, MFCA is a model similar to the service type, in which the demand speed is 
varied and the production is held constant. This means that, with MFCA, because the 
utilization rate is presumed to be 100%, when 0=1.0 in the service type, this corresponds to 
the MFCA cost. Table 8 shows the cost details of service type. 
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 Table 7 MFCA of the service type 
 

Process ρ0 = ρP η = ρB
P1 0.32 0.16 
P2 0.37 0.14 
P3 0.32 0.14 
P4 0.30 0.10 
P5 0.34 0.13 
P6 0.42 0.25 

 
 Table 8 The cost details of service type (units: yen) 
 

 Material cost System cost Material loss cost Total 
Good Product 8864 17009  453 26126 

Loss 1999 5504 139 8438 
Total 11459 22513 592 34563 

 
Manufacturing type accounting 
 

The manufacturing type indicates the type in which the coefficient of idle cost is larger 
than the coefficient of busy cost. Consider that the demand speed d is varied and the 
production speed m is held constant. In the manufacturing type, the busy cost is thought of as 
being constant with respect to the rate of utilization, and the idle cost is thought of as being a 
variable cost. The material cost is held fixed, and the system cost is varied. Table 10 shows 
the cost details of manufacturing type. 
 

Table 9 shows the three cost elements of the generalized MFCA determined from 
Equation (6), Table 4, and Table 8. The material loss cost ratio under these conditions was 
25.31%, which was a value equivalent the normal MFCA material loss cost ratio for the case 
of the service type. In the manufacturing type, this value is the same value as the normal 
MFCA cost when 0=0.0. The overall cost for MFCA and generalized MFCA take values that 
are close to one another. The cause can be thought of as being because the ratios of utilization 
of the various processes at Factory Y are not high. In the manufacturing type, because the 
variable cost is thought of as being (1  0), the lower the utilization rate is, the closer the 
value is to the MFCA overall cost. Thus, at the Factory Y, which has a low utilization rate, it 
is thought the value taken is close to the MFCA overall cost. 
 
 Table 9 MFCA of the manufacturing type 
 

Process symbol 1-ρo = 1-ρP η = ρB
P1 0.68 0.16 
P2 0.63 0.14 
P3 0.69 0.14 
P4 0.70 0.10 
P5 0.66 0.13 
P6 0.58 0.25 
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 Table 10 The cost details of manufacturing type (units: yen) 
 

 Material cost System cost Material loss cost Total 
Good Product 26,508 10,898 453 37,859 

Loss 8,589  352  139 12,229 
Total 35,097 14,399 592 50,088 

 
Comparison of the result of each accounting 
 

Table 11 shows the comparison of the result of each accounting. It shows that the 
amount of total cost is different from MFCA, GMFCA in a service type and a production 
type by the influence of the rate of utilization. On the other hand, the point where material 
loss cost ratio is about the same ratios seems to be useful knowledge. In other words, this 
result suggests the influence thing that we do not receive in a rate of utilization. 
 
 Table 11 Comparison of the result of each accounting (units: yen) 
 

 MFCA 
GMFCA 

service type manufacturing type 
Total Cost 61,693  34,563  50,088  
Total Loss Cost 15,036  8,438  12,229  
The material loss cost 24.37  26.72  25.31  

 
Analysis in consideration of the set-up time 
 
Evaluation model 
 
 In the Y factory, many kinds small lot production is performed. Therefore the setup 
number of times increases necessarily. In addition, much setup time occurs. Specifically, in 
the present Y factory, setup time is occupied about half of the one-day work.  It is thought 
that work is promoted efficiency of by shortening set up time in the Y factory, and that we 
can find more profit there. Therefore, we make a model of GMFCA in consideration of a 
setup expense and analyse it. In Y factory, we can change the setup time by efficiency of the 
work and adjustment of the work staff. However, we cannot change the production time. 
Therefore we analysed the model that setup time is variable, and the model that production 
time is not variable. And we grasp the rate of utilization that profit becomes maxim. In 
addition, we use a production type because we change production speed in this analysis. 
 

 We show the numerical formula (7) that we used in this model. This model is suitable 
for a factory that has difficult adjustment of the production speed with change of the 
production time with the machine and that has difficult enlargement of facilities like the Y 
factory. We calculate the operating hours of the Y factory by the total of production time, 
setup time and idle time. In addition, we calculate the net operation time by the total of 
production time and the setup time. And we calculate the rate of utilization by dividing the 
operation time for the operating hours. In this model, we fasten production speed. Therefore 
the rate of utilization changes by changing of the setup time. In this model, if setup time 
becomes short, the rate of utilization lowers. In addition, the rate of operation becomes higher 
if setup time becomes long. The production time per day for the fixed number is 13824(sec/ 
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day) of the present value of the Y factory. By using this model, we can grasp a rate of 
utilization and setup time that profit becomes the maximum. 
 
 
 
 

 

 
 
Analysis 
 
 We show the utilization analysis of this model in figure 3. Here, an idle expense is an 
expense to produce the time when facilities and a worker are not active during the operating 
hours as a loss at an opportunity.  An outside order expense is an expense to be caused when 
the Y factory consign processing to the outside company. When idle time disappeared, we 
judge that the productive capacity in the factory reached the limit, and an outside order 
expense is caused. Differences between ER and EC become EN. In figure 3, a part 
surrounded in ER (soaring straight line) and EC (U character curve of the top) in Y factory is 
EN. Therefore, it is revealed that profit appears in the range of 0.30<0<0.80 in figure 3. 
From this, we can confirm the thing that there is a break-even point in two points of 0=0.30 
and 0=0.80. And, at the time of 0=0.63, it becomes EN=28267, and EN becomes 
maximum. In addition, at the time of 0=0.63, the setup time is 5280(sec/ day).  
 
 The setup time of Y factory is 12960(sec/ day).  Setup time approaches on 5280(sec/ 
day) by the alteration of number of production lot and the workshop improvement, and we 
can maximize profit. EN decreases when we shorten setup time than on 5280(sec / day). In 
addition, EN becomes a minus value when we shorten setup time below 642(sec/ 
day).Analysis of the models that setup time changes, and production time changes into. In 
general, it is good that the setup time is short. However, by this model, we can confirm that 
the profit does not become big so as to be short at setup time. 
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Figure 3 Analysis of the model that setup time is change and production time is 
fixing 
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6. Conclusions 
 
 In this study, we identified the relationship of correspondence between MFCA and 
traffic accounting, and proposed a generalized MFCA which takes rate of utilization into 
consideration in MFCA.  Because the generalized MFCA establishes an association between 
MFCA that considers environment and rate of utilization, this accounting system can be said 
to more closely approximate the on-site management. 
 

With generalized MFCA, obtaining a grasp of good products, and the production 
amounts of discarded and lost product for each process assists in making proposals for 
improvements.  In analysis that uses setups, it was possible to discover the rate of utilization 
that has the maximum gain.  Additionally, it was possible to gain a grasp of the setup time for 
the maximum gain.  Thus, by using analysis that considers setup, generalized MFCA acts as 
on guide when an enterprise makes factory improvements. 
 

MFCA is to make a material loss expense clear in the company, and the recycling gets 
rid of waste conversion and is an effective tool reducing the loss of waste itself. However, 
because it is fixed that factory rate of utilization is 100%, it contribute to material loss 
reduction. It raises the rate of utilization of the factory but it does not contribute to reducing 
energy cost. Therefore GMFCA plans factory rate of utilization adequacy and can expect it as 
the management tool which we can contribute to carbon dioxide reduction. Besides, it is the 
tool which both profit rate improvement and facilities efficiency can examine at the same 
time. 
 
The future research implication is expansion of GMFCA which is effective by an 
environmental problem by increasing the number of examples.  And remaining work is that 
we evaluate the increasing and decreasing for facilities and personnel costs when the setup 
time is varied. 
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